Administration's Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM) aims to capture a Near Earth Orbit (NEO) asteroid or a piece of a large asteroid and transport it to the Earth-Moon system. In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis of one of the main control challenges for the first ARM mission concept, namely despinning and three-axis stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination after the ARM spacecraft captures the tumbling NEO asteroid. We first show that control laws, which explicitly use the dynamics of the system in their control law equation, encounter a fundamental limitation due to modeling uncertainties. We show that in the presence of large modeling uncertainties, the resultant disturbance torque for such control laws may well exceed the maximum control torque of the conceptual ARM spacecraft. We then numerically compare the performance of three viable control laws: the robust nonlinear tracking control law, the adaptive nonlinear tracking control law, and the simple derivative plus proportional-derivative linear control strategy. We conclude that under very small modeling uncertainties, which can be achieved using online system identification, the robust nonlinear tracking control law guarantees exponential convergence to the fuel-optimal reference trajectory and hence consumes the least fuel. On the other hand, in the presence of large modeling uncertainties, measurement errors, and actuator saturations, the best strategy for stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination is to first despin the system using a derivative (rate damping) linear control law and then stabilize the system in the desired orientation using the simple proportional-derivative linear control law. Moreover, the fuel consumed by the conceptual ARM spacecraft using these control strategies is upper bounded by 300 kg for the nominal range of NEO asteroid parameters. We conclude this paper with specific design guidelines for the ARM spacecraft for efficiently stabilizing the tumbling NEO asteroid and spacecraft combination. 
I. Introduction
Multiple space agencies have announced plans for future small body exploration and hazard mitigation missions.
1, 2, 3 Recently, European Space Agency's Rosetta spacecraft landed the Philae robotic lander on the nucleus of the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko on November 12, 2014.
4 National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM) is targeting carbonaceous Near Earth Orbit (NEO) asteroids, which have diameters between 7-10 m and mass between 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg, as they could potentially answer questions about the origin of life and provide opportunities for in-situ resource utilization. 5, 6, 7 The objective of the first ARM mission concept is to capture a NEO asteroid in deep space and transport the captured asteroid back to the Earth-Moon system. The conceptual ARM spacecraft design shown in Fig. 1(a) is proposed for this mission, which weighs 15, 500 kg and carries a 40 kW solar electric propulsion (SEP) system. 8 In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis of one of the main control challenges for this ARM mission concept: despinning and three-axis stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination after the tumbling asteroid is captured by the ARM spacecraft. In case a suitable NEO asteroid is not found, an alternate ARM mission concept is to pick up a rock from a much larger asteroid. 9, 10 This alternate ARM mission concept is not considered in this study. In this paper, we consider the first ARM mission concept; i.e., the ARM spacecraft intends to capture the NEO asteroid and transport in to the Earth-Moon system. In Refs. 13,14, a number of target NEO asteroids are identified for this ARM mission concept. Trajectories for intercepting these NEO asteroid and returning with the captured asteroid to the Earth-Moon system, using the 40 kW SEP system onboard the conceptual ARM spacecraft, are discussed in Refs. 15, 16 . After reaching the chosen NEO asteroid, the ARM spacecraft will perform proximity operations to estimate the asteroid's physical parameters like angular velocity (spin rate), shape, mass, center of mass, inertia tensor, etc. 17, 18, 19 Note that these physical parameters of the chosen NEO asteroid cannot be precisely determined from Earth-based observations, hence the ARM spacecraft should be capable of dealing with a wide range of asteroid parameters. However, the captured asteroid's physical parameters could be precisely estimated using online system identification techniques. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 Strategies for initial approach, inertial hovering, and body-fixed hovering are discussed in Refs. 25, 26, 27 . In order to capture the NEO asteroid, the ARM spacecraft would first match the asteroid's rotation, capture it using the capture mechanism, secure it firmly to the spacecraft's body, and then propulsively despin the combination. Some of the capture mechanisms that have been conceptualized for the ARM spacecraft are the inflatable ribs and bag concept shown in Fig. 1 and flexible capture mechanisms. 9, 28 The ARM spacecraft with the captured asteroid would then depart the asteroid's original orbit, return to the vicinity of the Earth-Moon system, and enter a Lunar distant retrograde orbit. A manned Orion spacecraft would later rendezvous with the ARM spacecraft and astronauts would set foot on the captured asteroid, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
The focus of this paper is to develop attitude control strategies for despinning and three-axis stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination after the tumbling asteroid is captured by the ARM spacecraft. In Refs. 29, 30, a simple attitude control strategy is presented that assumes perfect knowledge of the asteroid's physical parameters and neglects modeling uncertainties and disturbances. In contrast, we develop attitude control strategies that stabilize the tumbling asteroid and spacecraft combination in the presence of uncertain physical parameters, bounded disturbances, measurement errors, and actuator saturations. Nonlinear adaptive control strategies for attitude stabilization of spacecraft with uncertain inertia tensor are discussed in Refs. 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 . In Refs. 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, sliding mode control or robust H ∞ control is used for attitude stabilization of spacecraft with uncertainties and disturbances. In this paper, we show that control laws, which use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation, experience a large resultant disturbance torque due to modeling uncertainties. In contrast, control laws, which do not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation, 41, 42, 43, 44 experience a much smaller resultant disturbance torque. We show that in the presence of large modeling uncertainties, measurement errors, and actuator saturations, the best control strategy is to first despin the system using a derivative (rate damping) linear control law and then stabilize the system in the desired orientation using the simple proportional-derivative linear control law. On the other hand, the best control strategy under very small modeling uncertainties is to track the fuel-optimal reference trajectory using the globally-exponentially-stabilizing robust nonlinear tracking control law. We also present specific design guidelines for the ARM spacecraft based on these attitude control strategies.
A. Paper Contribution and Organization
Section II discusses the problem statement and some preliminaries. We first present a brief introduction of NEO asteroids and the conceptual ARM spacecraft in Section II.A. The attitude kinematics and dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination and its Euler-Lagrangian formulation using modified Rodrigues parameters are presented in Section II.B. The control problem statement of this paper is presented in Section II.C.
The first main contribution of this paper, discussed in Section III, is the fundamental limit of control laws that use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation. We show that the resultant disturbance torque, due to modeling uncertainties, for such control laws is comparable to the maximum control torque of the conceptual ARM spacecraft. Therefore such control laws are unsuitable for this control problem in the presence of large modeling uncertainties. In contrast, the resultant disturbance torque is much smaller for control laws that do not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation.
In Section IV, we present three control laws for this control problem, namely the robust nonlinear tracking control law (Section IV.A), the adaptive nonlinear tracking control law (Section IV.B), and the derivative plus proportional-derivative linear control strategy (Section IV.C). The comparison of these control laws using numerical simulations, in terms of fuel usage and time of convergence, is presented in Section V.
The second main contribution of this paper is recognizing that in the presence of large modeling uncertainties, measurement errors, and actuator saturations, the best control strategy is to first despin the system using a derivative (rate damping) linear control law and then stabilize the system in the desired orientation using the simple proportional-derivative linear control law. On the other hand, the best control strategy under very small modeling uncertainties, which can be achieved using online system identification from both proximity and contact operations, is to track the fuel-optimal reference trajectory using the globallyexponentially-stabilizing robust nonlinear tracking control law. We show that the fuel consumed by the conceptual ARM spacecraft using these control strategies is upper bounded by 300 kg for the nominal range of asteroid parameters. Finally, in Section VI, we provide specific design guidelines for the ARM spacecraft for efficiently stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination.
II. Preliminaries and Problem Statement
In this section, we first present a brief introduction of the conceptual ARM spacecraft and potential NEO asteroid targets. We then present the attitude kinematics and dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination and finally introduce the problem statement.
A. Conceptual ARM Spacecraft Design and NEO Asteroid Parameters
As stated earlier, the first ARM mission concept aims to bring a small NEO asteroid into the Earth-Moon system, where it could be further analyzed by a future manned mission. Feasibility studies for the ARM mission have identified the challenges and enabling technologies for this mission. 5, 6, 7 According to these studies, the most desirable asteroids are the carbonaceous C-type asteroids because samples from these asteroids can return to Earth without any restriction. 6 The densities of asteroids can range from 1 g cm
for a high-porosity carbonaceous chondrite to 8 g cm −3 for solid nickel-iron meteorites, but the majority of NEO asteroids have densities between 1.9-3.8 g cm −3 . It is estimated that C-type NEO asteroids with 7-10 m diameter would be in the 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg mass range. 6 Table 1 lists the nominal range of NEO asteroid parameters that the ARM spacecraft should be capable of handling.
The constraint on the initial angular velocity (spin rate) of the tumbling asteroid results from the technological capability of the sensors and angular momentum capacity of the actuators to be used onboard the ARM spacecraft. In order to generate realistic models of asteroids for numerical simulations, we use the shape models of the asteroids 433 Eros 45 and 25143 Itokawa 46 shown in Fig. 2(a,b) . Multiple models of asteroids are generated by sizing these shape models using the physical parameters given in Table 1 . For example, the diameters of these realistic asteroid models are shown in Fig. 2(c,d) . Figures 2(c,d) are used for generating realistic models of asteroids. In (c,d), the diameters of realistic asteroid models are shown, which are obtained by sizing the shape models of Eros and Itokawa respectively for the given masses and densities. The inset black trapezium shows the nominal range of NEO asteroid parameters, where the asteroid's mass is within 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg, the asteroid's density is within 1.9-3.8 g cm −3 , and the asteroid's diameter is less than 15 m. the nominal range of NEO asteroid parameters considered for this ARM mission concept, i.e., the asteroid's mass is within 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg, the asteroid's density is within 1.9-3.8 g cm −3 , and the asteroid's diameter is less than 15 m. It is seen that asteroids with large mass and small density have large diameters and consequently have large moments of inertia. These realistic models of asteroids are used for Monte Carlo simulations in Section V for comparing the various control laws discussed in this paper.
A conceptual design of the ARM spacecraft is shown in Fig. 3(a) , which is used as the nominal ARM spacecraft design in this paper. This conceptual ARM spacecraft, with dry mass of 5, 500 kg and wet mass of 15, 500 kg, could carry 13 × 10 3 kg of Xenon propellant for the 40 kW SEP system and an additional 900 kg of liquid propellant for the roll control thrusters. 8 The various propulsion systems on board the conceptual ARM spacecraft are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The SEP system includes five Hall thrusters and power processor units. The SEP system will be used by the conceptual ARM spacecraft for the journey to the chosen NEO asteroid and also for bringing the captured asteroid to the Earth-Moon system. 15, 16 Attitude control during the SEP thrusting stage will be achieved by gimbaling the Hall thrusters.
On reaching the chosen NEO asteroid, the ARM spacecraft will perform proximity operations to estimate the asteroid's physical parameters like angular velocity (spin rate), mass, center of mass, inertia tensor, etc. In order to capture the tumbling NEO asteroid, the ARM spacecraft will first propulsively spin-up to match its angular velocity with that of the tumbling asteroid, i.e., remove the relative angular velocity between itself and the tumbling asteroid. The ARM spacecraft will then capture the asteroid using its capture mechanism. Note that there might be some slippage between the capture mechanism and the NEO asteroid, but we neglect it in this paper. The captured NEO asteroid and the ARM spacecraft will finally form a tumbling rigid body. The Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS) will be used for stabilizing this tumbling asteroid and spacecraft combination. The RCS uses hypergolic bipropellant, comprising of monomethylhydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide with a gaseous pressured nitrogen. The RCS includes four pods of four thrusters as shown in Fig.  3(b) . Each thruster has a maximum thrust output of 200 N and the fuel's specific impulse is 287 sec. The position, direction, and control influence matrix of the thrusters in the spacecraft frame F S (see Fig. 4 ) are shown in Table 2 , where an opposing pair of thrusters in a pod are represented by a single thruster capable of producing thrust between +200 N to −200 N. Note that during the capture and detumbling stage, the ARM-spacecraft's solar arrays will be folded back to facilitate the despinning process. In this paper, we develop attitude control strategies for despinning and three-axis stabilizing the tumbling asteroid and spacecraft combination using this RCS controller, in the presence of uncertain physical parameters, bounded disturbances, measurement errors, and actuator saturations. Note that we also presents specific design guidelines for the ARM spacecraft. 
B. Attitude Dynamics and Kinematics of the Asteroid and Spacecraft Combination
We assume that the asteroid and ARM spacecraft combination is a tumbling rigid body. Note that the slippage between the capture mechanism and the asteroid and the flexibility of the solar arrays are neglected in this paper. In this section, we present the attitude dynamics and kinematics equations that are used in this paper. We first present the dynamics equations of the rigid combination, then choose an appropriate attitude representation system, and finally describe the kinematics and dynamics of the rigid combination in the chosen attitude representation. 
The center of mass of the asteroid and spacecraft combination (B CM ) is the origin of the body fixed frame F B , as shown in Fig. 4 . Let S O , which is the base of the ARM-spacecraft's body, be the origin of the spacecraft frame F S as shown in Fig. 4 . We assume that attitude orientation of F B with respect to F I is the same as that of F S with respect to F I , i.e., the rotation matrix from F S to F B is an identity matrix.
Figure 4: Reference Frames: the inertial frame F I , the body fixed frame F B , and the spacecraft frame F S .
Dynamics Equation
Let J B CM ast be the unknown, constant, positive-definite inertia tensor of the asteroid at B CM and expressed in F B . Let J S CM sc be the known, constant, positive-definite inertia tensor of the ARM spacecraft at the center of mass of the ARM spacecraft (S CM ) and expressed in F S . The combined inertia tensor of the asteroid and spacecraft combination at B CM and expressed in F B is determined using the parallel axis theorem to be:
where
sc is the mass of the ARM spacecraft, and the rotation matrix from the spacecraft frame to the body frame is an identity matrix.
Let ω ∈ R 3 be the angular velocity of the asteroid and spacecraft combination in the body fixed frame F B with respect to the inertial frame F I and expressed in the frame F B . In Table 2 , the thrust outputs of the eight thrusters u ∈ R 8 and the control influence matrix for the thrusters B ∈ R 3×8 are shown. Let d ext ∈ R 3 denote the external disturbance torques on the system. The dynamics of the rigid asteroid and spacecraft combination is modeled as:
(2)
Attitude Representation
We now choose an appropriate attitude representation for this problem. The attitude orientation of the body frame F B with respect to the inertial frame F I should be represented using an attitude representation that is global, i.e., can represent any possible orientation; and is preferably unique, i.e., there is only one representation for every possible orientation. Euler Angles
No
Euler Axis of Rotation and Angle
Classical Rodrigues Parameters
Singularity at Φ = ±π
Yes
Modified Rodrigues Parameters (MRP)
No Singularity at Φ = 2π
Yes Yes
In Table 3 , (·) S denotes the shadow point representation of the same attitude. Note that classical Rodrigues parameters are unique because:
Note that e ∈ S 2 and Φ ∈ [−π, π] captures all possible orientations. If we restrict the Euler angle range to be within Φ ∈ [−π, π], then MRP is global in its representation of attitude as there is no singularity in this range and the 2 -norm of MRP is upper-bounded by 1, i.e., q 2 ≤ 1. Therefore MRP becomes both global and unique with this constraint. In this paper, we use both quaternions and MRP (without the constraint) for attitude representation, depending on the ease of designing control laws.
Euler-Lagrangian Formulation
We now develop a combined representation of the kinematics and dynamics equations of the asteroid and spacecraft combination using MRP. The kinematics of the rigid asteroid and spacecraft combination using quaternions is given by:
The corresponding kinematics equation of a rigid body using MRP is given by:
The combined kinematics and dynamics of the rigid asteroid and spacecraft combination using MRP is given by:
51, 52
Equation (6) is the Euler-Lagrangian (EL) formulation of the attitude kinematics and dynamics of a rigid asteroid and spacecraft combination. Note thatṀ (q) − 2C(q,q) in Eq. (6) is a skew-symmetric matrix, but both M (q) and C(q,q) matrices are unknown as they depend on the unknown inertia tensor J
tot . In the next section, we state the control problem statement of this paper.
C. Problem Statement: Attitude Control and Stabilization of the Asteroid and Spacecraft Combination
The main objective of this paper is to develop attitude control strategies for stabilizing the tumbling asteroid and spacecraft combination. The salient features of this attitude control problem are as follows:
1. The asteroid and ARM spacecraft combination is tumbling. The tumbling rate can be nonuniform due to the cross-terms in the moment of inertia tensor.
2. The asteroid's inertia tensor, mass, center of mass, and center of gravity have large uncertainties (approximately 10% of the nominal value).
3. The asteroid is non-collaborative; i.e., no actuators are placed on the asteroid. All actuators are onboard the ARM spacecraft.
The attitude control objective is to detumble and three-axis stabilize the asteroid and spacecraft combination, which is formulated as an EL system using the MRP representation in Eq. (6) . Let the MRP q final (or the quaternion β final ) be the desired attitude orientation of the stabilized EL system. The control objective is to stabilize the EL system, in the presence of uncertain physical parameters, bounded disturbances, measurement errors, and actuator saturations, such that for some ε trans > 0, ε ss > 0, and T > 0:
The transient error bound ε trans is imposed on the angular velocity ω(t) in Eq. (7) in order to ensure that the system is always within the technological capability of the sensors and actuators onboard the ARM spacecraft. It is desired that after time T ∈ R, the asteroid and spacecraft combination should be oriented in the desired attitude orientation, represented by the MRP q final , as shown in the steady-state condition (8) . Note that if the system has to hold its attitude within the given steady-state error bound ε ss , then the desired angular velocity ω final of the stabilized system should be sufficiently close to 0 rpm. Note that a control law that yields global exponential convergence in the absence of disturbance is preferred for this control problem because it is possible to ensure that the error in the EL system's trajectory q(t) − q final 2 , in the presence of bounded disturbances and errors, is ultimately bounded by the given bound ε ss . 53 If a control law that only yields global asymptotic convergence without any disturbance (e.g., proportional-derivative control law for Eq. (6)) is used then the error in the EL system's trajectory, in the presence of bounded disturbances and errors, may not be bounded. 53 Fortunately, in case of the proportionalderivative control law, shown in Fig. 6 , the realistic disturbances and errors are benign and the error in the EL system's trajectory is ultimately bounded by the given steady-state error bound ε ss .
III. Fundamental Limit on Control Laws for Attitude Control and Stabilization
Let us divide the attitude control laws into two classes: (i) control laws that use the dynamics equation of the system (2) in the control law equation and (ii) control laws that do not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation. The objective of this section is to show that control laws belonging to class (i) encounter a fundamental limitation due to large modeling uncertainties. We show that the resultant disturbance torque for such control laws is comparable to the maximum control torque of the conceptual ARM spacecraft in the presence of large modeling uncertainties. In contrast, control laws belonging to class (ii) experience a much smaller resultant disturbance torque in the presence of large modeling uncertainties.
Let us first consider the control laws belonging to class (i), i.e., control laws that use the dynamics equation of the system (2) in the control law equation and consequently terms like M (q), C(q,q), J 
Hence we get J
tot . Note that we have neglected the second order error terms. Similarly, the control influence matrix from Table 2 can also be decomposed into B =B + ∆B. Simplifying the dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination (2) gives:
Thus d res in Eq. (10) is the resultant disturbance torque acting on the system due to these bounded disturbances, modeling uncertainties, measurement errors, and actuator errors. Each of the thrusters in Table 2 can produce a maximum thrust of magnitude u max . The maximum control torque that the conceptual ARM spacecraft can generate is given by τ max = B1u max , which is approximately τ max 2 ≈ 10 3 Nm. For a valid control strategy to exist, the resultant disturbance torque d res on the dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination should be less than the maximum control torque of the conceptual ARM spacecraft τ max , i.e., d res 2 < τ max 2 . totω ×ω 2 ≈ 10 3 , it is seen that d res 2 > τ max 2 and the conceptual ARM spacecraft does not have sufficient control torque to stabilize the system. Hence this disturbance term, which arises from modeling uncertainties, puts a fundamental limit on the use of control laws belonging to class (i) for this control problem.
Let us now consider the control laws belonging to class (ii), i.e., control laws that do not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation. Simplifying the dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination (2) for this case gives:
In this case, the significant disturbance term (∆J
IV. Control Laws for Attitude Control and Stabilization with Uncertainty
In this section, we present three attitude control laws for despinning and three-axis stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination. The first control law, discussed in Section IV.A, is the robust nonlinear tracking control law that globally exponentially stabilizes the system. In Section IV.B, the adaptive nonlinear tracking control law is presented, which also globally exponentially stabilizes the system. The third control strategy, discussed in Section IV.C, is to first globally-exponentially despin the system using a derivative (rate damping) linear control law and then globally-asymptotically stabilize the system in the desired attitude orientation using the simple proportional-derivative linear control law. Unlike the previous two control laws, the third control strategy does not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation.
A. Robust Nonlinear Tracking Control Law
The EL formulation (6), discussed in Section II.B, does not account for the modeling uncertainties and measurement errors. The modified EL formulation, in the presence of the uncertainties and errors discussed in Section III, is given by:
Here d res is the resultant disturbance torque defined in Eq. (10). The following robust nonlinear tracking control law for the modified EL system (12) guarantees global exponential stability:
where the positive-definite matrix K r ∈ R 3×3 is the feedback gain, Λ r ∈ R 3×3 is a positive-definite matrix and q d (t) is the time-varying desired (reference) trajectory.
The stability proof of this control law, given in Ref. 51 , states that all system trajectories converge exponentially fast to a single trajectory regardless of initial conditions with a rate given by:
where λ min (K r ) is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix K r and λ max (M (q)) is the largest eigenvalue of the positive definite matrixM (q). Let δs represent an infinitesimal change in the composite variable s defined in Eq. (13) and let Θ T Θ =M (q). Let P 1 (t) be a solution of the contracting system without any disturbance and let P 2 (t) denote a trajectory of the system in the presence of disturbance τ res , where Θτ res ∈ L ∞ , i.e., 
Let τ res ∈ L pe , where L pe is defined as the L p norm in the extended space of p ∈ [1, ∞] as follows:
where (τ res ) τ is a truncation of τ res (t), i.e., (τ res (t)) τ = 0 for t ≥ τ , τ ∈ [0, ∞) while (τ res (t)) τ = τ res (t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . Then the closed-loop system if finite-gain L p stable with p ∈ [1, ∞] for an output function y = h(s, τ res , t) with
where Y 1 (t) and Y 2 (t) denote the output trajectories of the original contracting system and its perturbed system respectively and ζ = 1 if
Note that the perturbed system is also input-to-state stable (ISS). 51 
Design of the Desired MRP Trajectory
The desired (reference) MRP trajectory q d (t) is designed such that the asteroid and spacecraft combination stabilizes and reaches the desired attitude orientation q final in a fuel-optimal fashion. Therefore the desired MRP trajectory can be found by solving the following nonlinear optimal control problem:
subject toĴ
In Refs. 40, 54, 55, 56, 57, a number of optimization strategies are discussed for finding these fuel-optimal trajectories. It is shown in Fig. 6 (e) (Section V) that a comparatively negligible amount of fuel is needed for orientating the system to the desired attitude after the angular velocity of the system has stabilized. In this paper, we first find only the fuel-optimal angular velocity trajectory that stabilizes the system and control the system using this desired trajectory. Once the angular velocity of the system is sufficiently close to zero, we augment this fuel-optimal angular velocity trajectory to achieve convergence to the desired attitude. The desired fueloptimal angular velocity trajectory ω d (t) is obtained by solving the following reduced nonlinear optimal control problem:
Since the reduced nonlinear optimal control problem to find ω d (t) in Eq. (20) has fewer constraints compared to the full nonlinear optimal control problem to find both q d (t) and ω d (t) in Eq. (19) , it is guaranteed that the solution of the reduced nonlinear optimal control problem in Eq. (20) consumes less fuel than the full nonlinear optimal control problem in Eq. (19) . The desired MRP trajectory q d (t) is then obtained using the following equations:
Note that the desired MRP trajectory q d (t) obtained using Eqs. (21, 22) only stabilizes the angular velocity of the system. Once the angular velocity of the system is sufficiently close to zero, the desired angular velocity trajectory ω d (t) is augmented with a damping term so that the system's attitude converges to the desired attitude:
where k qd > 0. The desired MRP trajectory q d (t) is then obtained from the augmented angular velocitỹ ω d (t) using the following equations:
These equations are initialized and periodically reset using the current MRP q(t) values.
B. Adaptive Nonlinear Tracking Control Law
The robust nonlinear tracking control law Eq. (13) is extended to adaptively estimate the unknown parameters while guaranteeing exponential stability of the modified EL system with uncertainties (12). Let the parameterâ capture the six uncertain terms in the inertia tensor J B CM tot using the following equation:
whereM (q),Ĉ(q,q),q r , andq r are defined in Eq. (13) . The resulting adaptive nonlinear tracking control law and the tuning law are given by:
where the positive-definite matrix K r ∈ R 3×3 is the feedback gain and Γ r ∈ R 6×6 is a positive-definite diagonal matrix. For some boundary function f (θ) (e.g., f (θ) =
), the projection operator is given by:
A damping term can be added to Eq. (28) to ensure exponential convergence outside this boundary. The proof of global exponential stability of the modified EL system with uncertainties (12) using the adaptive nonlinear tracking control law Eqs. (27, 28) is given in Ref. 51 .
C. Derivative plus Proportional-Derivative Control Strategy
We now investigate the benefits of simple linear control laws that do not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation. We first use the derivative (rate damping) linear control law that guarantees global exponential stability for despinning the tumbling asteroid and spacecraft combination. As shown later in Fig. 6 (f) (Section V), the majority of the control effort is used for despinning the tumbling system. Once the angular velocity (spin rate) of the asteroid and spacecraft combination is sufficiently close to zero, a proportional-derivative linear control law is used to stabilize the attitude of the asteroid and spacecraft combination in the desired orientation. Note that the proportional-derivative linear control law only guarantees global asymptotic stability of the system. Fortunately, the realistic external disturbances and modeling errors are benign and the system converges to the desired attitude as shown in Section V.
Global Exponential Stability of Derivative Control Law
We first despin the asteroid and spacecraft combination using the derivative (rate damping) control law given below:Bû
where the positive-definite symmetric matrix K d ∈ R 3×3 is the damping gain. We now present the global exponential stability proof of the dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination with uncertainties (11) using this control law. The closed loop dynamics (withoutd res ) can be written as:
Note that J 
Differentiating V d with respect to time gives:
where we usedω
. Therefore:
It follows from the comparison lemma that the solution ofω(t) is defined for all time and satisfies:
Thus, the angular velocity of the system converge exponentially fast to 0, regardless of initial conditions, with the convergence rate of λ min (K d ). Moreover, in the presence of disturbanced res bounded by d res 2 ≤d res,max , the nonvanishing perturbation lemma states that the solution of the perturbed system ω(t) exponentially converges to the following error ball:
This control law is used to reduce the angular velocity of the system till it is approximately equal to the angular velocity measurement error (∆ω).
Global Asymptotic Stability of Proportional-Derivative Control Law
Once the angular velocity (spin rate) of the asteroid and spacecraft combination is sufficiently close to zero, i.e. below the threshold of the angular velocity measurement error (∆ω), then the following proportionalderivative control law is used to control both the attitude kinematics and dynamics of the asteroid and spacecraft combination:Bû
where the constant k p > 0 is the feedback gain and the error quaternion (β error,v , β error,4 ) ∈ R 3 ×R represents the orientation error of F B with respect to the desired target attitude β final . It is shown in Section V that a comparatively negligible amount of fuel is needed for stabilizing the attitude.
We now show the global asymptotic stability of this control law for the attitude kinematics (4) and dynamics (11) of the asteroid and spacecraft combination. The closed loop system (withoutd res ) can be written as:
Let the Lyapunov function be given by:
41, 42, 50
where we simplified V pd using the condition β 
Since the right hand side is a positive semi-definite matrix, the angular velocity and the attitude error asymptotically converge to 0 and (0, +1) respectively using this proportional-derivative control law. Note that the global asymptotic stability of the proportional-derivative control law for the modified EL system (12) is shown in Refs. 52, 58. Thus, we have presented three control laws that guarantee global exponential or asymptotic stability of the asteroid and spacecraft combination. In the next section we numerically compare the performance of these three control laws.
V. Simulation Results
In this section, we first numerically compare the performance of the three control laws discussed in Section IV: the robust nonlinear tracking control law Eq. (13), the adaptive nonlinear tracking control law Eqs. (27, 28) , and the derivative plus proportional-derivative control strategy Eqs. (30, 37) . We then present a detailed sensitivity analysis of the derivative plus proportional-derivative control strategy.
A. Comparison of Control Laws for Attitude Control and Stabilization
The block diagram representation of the simulation setup is shown in Fig 5. The plant model represents the attitude kinematics (4) and dynamics (2) of the asteroid and spacecraft combination. The measured attitudeq and angular velocityω are used by the control law to generate the control inputsτ c orBû.
The best strategy for allocating thrusts to the eight RCS thrusters, from the calculated control inputτ c , is to solve the following optimization problem: 
The optimal thrust allocation problem in Eq. (43) can be solved at every time instant using linear programming. Instead, in this paper, we use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse to allocate thrusts to the eight RCS thrusters as shown below:û
Note that we use the right-pseudoinverse since the matrixB has full row rank and the matrix inverse BB
is well defined. We do not recommend using the left-pseudoinverse since the matrix B TB is usually near singular and hence its inverse may not be defined.
The resulting control input u is then sent to the plant. The fuel consumed by the conceptual ARM spacecraft, from time t 0 to t f , is computed using the following equation:
where I sp is the specific impulse of the fuel in the RCS thrusters (i.e., 287 sec for the conceptual ARM spacecraft 6 ) and g 0 is the nominal acceleration due to the gravity (i.e., 9.8 m sec −2 ). In this section, we assume that the ARM spacecraft, whose nominal design is presented in Section II.A, captures the 1.2 × 10 6 kg asteroid and stabilizes the rigid asteroid and spacecraft combination from the given initial conditions to the desired final conditions. The simulation parameters used in this section are given in Table 5 . We assume that the actuators of the ARM spacecraft are precisely calibrated, hence there is no actuator noise. Table 6 shows the performance of three control laws under varying levels of: (i) modeling uncertainties in the estimated inertia tensor of the asteroid (∆J B CM ast ), (ii) modeling uncertainties in the vector from the base of the ARM-spacecraft's body to the center of mass of the system (∆r S O /B CM ), (iii) measurement errors in the system's angular velocity (∆ω), (iv) measurement errors in the system's attitude represented using MRP (∆q), and (v) actuator saturations (u max ). Each simulation is executed for 10 5 sec (≈ 28 hours). Some of the terms used in Table 6 are described below:
• The additive measurement errors (∆ω, ∆q ) are simulated using band-limited white noise where P(·) specifies the height of the power spectral density of the white noise, which is the same for each axis.
• The angular velocity convergence time t ω,conv denotes the least time instant after which the system's angular velocity ω(t) is always below the given threshold of 10 −4 rad sec −1 , i.e., ω(t) 2 ≤ 10 −4 rad sec −1 , ∀t > t ω,conv .
• The attitude convergence time t q,conv denotes the least time instant after which the error in the EL system's attitude q(t) − q final 2 is always below the given threshold of 10 −2 , i.e., q(t) − q final 2 ≤ 10 −2 , ∀t > t q,conv . Note that after time t q,conv , the control law can be switched off as the asteroid and spacecraft combination has been three-axis stabilized in the final desired orientation. The fuel consumed up to time t ω,conv and t q,conv are also shown in Table 6 . 
Switch from derivative to proportional-derivative when ω(t) 2 ≤ 5 × 10 −4 rad sec −1 .
• The symbol N C or "Not Converged" refers to the case when the control law is not able to stabilize the system, which is usually due to actuator saturation.
It is shown in Table 6 that under increasing levels of modeling uncertainties and measurement errors, only the derivative plus proportional-derivative (hereafter referred to as D+PD) control strategy Eqs. (30,37) is able to stabilize the asteroid and spacecraft combination. It is shown in Case 1 that in the absence of measurement errors and modeling uncertainties, which can be achieved using online system identification, the robust nonlinear tracking control law Eq. (13) tracks the fuel-optimum reference trajectory and consequently consumes less fuel than the D+PD control strategy. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6(a,c,e) . Note that the angular velocity of the asteroid and spacecraft combination converges within 4.44 × 10 4 sec in Fig. 6(a) , i.e., ω(t) 2 ≤ 10 −4 rad sec −1 , ∀t > 4.44 × 10 4 sec. Similarly, the attitude of the asteroid and spacecraft combination converges within 8.05 × 10 4 sec in Fig. 6(c) , i.e., q(t) − q final 2 ≤ 10 −2 , ∀t > 8.05 × 10 4 sec. Note that these convergence times can be decreased with higher gain values. Moreover, Fig. 6 (e) also shows the fuel consumption for the case where the fuel-optimal ω d (t) trajectory is not augmented (i.e., k qd = 0) and consequently only the angular velocity of the system converges. We can infer from this plot that a comparatively negligible amount of fuel (≈ 1 kg) is used for stabilizing the attitude of the asteroid and spacecraft combination using the augmented angular Attitude Convergence Time t q,conv ∈ R such that q(t) − q final 2 ≤ 10 −2 , ∀t > t q,conv
We conclude from Cases 2 and 3 that in the absence of measurement errors and under minor modeling uncertainties, which can be achieved using online system identification techniques, the robust nonlinear tracking control law is the best strategy as it guarantees exponential convergence to the fuel-optimal reference trajectory and consumes the least fuel. One caveat of using this control law is that the nonlinear optimal control problem in Eq. (20) should be solved in real time for the given initial angular velocity ω initial and the estimated inertia tensor of the asteroid and spacecraft combinationĴ
Case 4 in Table 6 shows that the two nonlinear control laws, which use the dynamics of the system in their control law equation, consume more fuel than the D+PD control strategy due to the larger resultant disturbance torque discussed in Section III. Case 5 shows that both the nonlinear control laws consume more fuel than the D+PD control strategy in the presence of measurement errors and the adaptive nonlinear Table 6 ) and the D+PD control strategy (Case 6 in Table 6 ) are shown. The plots show the trajectories of the angular velocity ω(t), the attitude represented using MRP q(t), and the fuel consumed with respect to time for the two control laws. The angular velocity convergence time t ω,conv , the attitude convergence time t q,conv , and the fuel consumed up to these time instants are also shown.
control law is more sensitive to these measurement errors. Moreover these two nonlinear control laws are not capable of handling realistic levels of uncertainties and errors (see Case 6) due to actuator saturation.
Hence we conclude that the robust nonlinear tracking control law Eq. (13) and the adaptive nonlinear tracking control law Eq. (27, 28) are not suitable for this control problem in the presence of large modeling uncertainties, measurement errors, and actuator saturations. Note that we have not incorporated filters to accurately estimate the states from the noisy measurements. We envisage that using such filters will significantly improve the performance of these nonlinear control laws in the presence of measurement errors. In contrast, the D+PD control strategy, which does not use the dynamics of the system in the control law equation, performs well under realistic levels of uncertainties and errors as seen in Case 6. Moreover, the fuel consumed and the time of convergence do not change much with uncertainties and errors, as seen in Cases 1-6. Note that Case 6 shows the worst case measurement errors for the desired convergence bounds. If the measurement errors (noise levels) increase above the values stated in Case 6, then the instantaneous magnitude of the measurement errors become comparable to the desired convergence bounds and the ARM spacecraft expends fuel continuously to counter these errors. Therefore these uncertainty and error limits place requirements on the technical capabilities of the sensors and actuators onboard the actual ARM spacecraft.
The simulation results (trajectories) of the D+PD control strategy, for the simulation parameters in Table  5 and the uncertainty and error limits specified in Case 6 of Table 6 , are shown in Fig. 6(b,d,f) . Note that the angular velocity of the asteroid and spacecraft combination converges within 2.67 × 10 4 sec in Fig. 6(b) , i.e., ω(t) 2 ≤ 10 −4 (rad sec −1 ), ∀t > 2.67 × 10 4 sec. Similarly, the attitude of the asteroid and spacecraft combination converges within 4.10 × 10 4 sec in Fig. 6(d) , i.e., q(t) − q final 2 ≤ 10 −2 , ∀t > 4.10 × 10 4 sec. Note that the ARM spacecraft continues to expend fuel, even after the system has stabilized satisfactorily, for countering the measurement errors. But the net fuel consumed is comfortably within the fuel capacity of the conceptual ARM spacecraft (i.e., 900 kg 6 ). Figure 6 (f) also shows the fuel consumption for the case where only the derivative (rate damping) control law Eq. (30) is used for the entire time and consequently only the angular velocity of the system converges. We can infer from this plot that a comparatively negligible amount of fuel (≈ 5 kg) is used by the proportional term −k p β error,v in Eq. (37) for stabilizing the attitude of the asteroid and spacecraft combination.
B. Sensitivity Analysis of the Derivative plus Proportional-Derivative Control Strategy
We now present detailed sensitivity analysis of the D+PD control strategy by varying the asteroid parameters, the initial conditions, and the control law parameters. In this section, the parameters that are not explicitly specified are taken from Table 5 and Case 6 of Table 6 . Figure 7 shows the results of Monte Carlo simulations over a wide range of asteroid parameters. We observe that the D+PD control strategy performs relatively well and the fuel consumed by the conceptual ARM spacecraft is upper bounded by 300 kg for nominal range of asteroid parameters given in Table 1 . The maximum fuel is consumed when the asteroid has the largest mass (15 × 10 5 kg) and smallest density (1.0 g cm −3 ). But in this case, the asteroid's diameter would be more than 20 m as shown in Fig. 2(c,d) , making it an unsuitable target due to the limited size of the ARM-spacecraft's capture mechanism.
Previously, we inferred from Fig. 6 (f) that the derivative (rate damping) term −K dω in the D+PD control strategy Eqs. (30, 37) dictates the fuel consumption and the effect of the proportional term is negligible. The effect of this damping gain, which is given by K d = k d I, on the fuel consumption and the convergence time is shown in Fig. 8 . Even though k d is varied from 0.5 × 10 4 -2.5 × 10 4 , its effect on the fuel consumed in 10 5 sec is minimal as shown in Fig. 8(a,b) . On the other hand, increasing k d reduces the convergence time of the angular velocity as shown in Fig. 8(c,d) and the convergence time of the attitude as shown in Fig. 8(e,f) . If k d is chosen less than 0.5×10 4 , then the angular-velocity's convergence time increases beyond 10 5 sec, which is not desirable. If k d is chosen greater than 2.5 × 10 4 , then the system converges quickly but the control action becomes extremely sensitive to the angular velocity measurement error and a lot of fuel is wasted in countering the perceived angular velocity even after the system has stabilized. Hence we recommend that the damping gain k d ≈ 10 4 is ideal for this ARM mission concept. It is seen in Fig. 7(a,b) that the asteroid with mass m ast = 1.1 × 10 6 kg and density ρ ast = 1.9 g cm −3
consumes the maximum fuel among all asteroids in the nominal range. The effect of the initial angular velocity ω initial on the fuel consumption and convergence time for this nominal asteroid is shown in Fig. 9 . We observe that the fuel consumed by the conceptual ARM spacecraft is upper bounded by 300 kg for all initial conditions, as shown in Fig. 9(a,b) . Hence we conclude that the fuel consumed by the conceptual ARM spacecraft using the D+PD control strategy is upper bounded by 300 kg for the nominal range of asteroid parameters, i.e., the asteroid's mass is within 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg, the asteroid's density is within 1.9-3.8 g cm Mass of asteroid (m ast ), kg (e) (f) Figure 7 : Monte Carlo simulations show the performance of the D+PD control strategy over a wide range of asteroid parameters for the shape models of Eros and Itokawa respectively. The plots show the variation of the convergence time of the angular velocity (t ω,conv ), the convergence time of the attitude (t q,conv ), and the fuel consumed up to time t q,conv with respect to the mass and density of the model asteroid. The inset white trapezium shows the nominal range of NEO asteroid parameters, i.e., the asteroid's mass is within 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg, the asteroid's density is within 1.9-3.8 g cm −3 , and the asteroid's diameter is less than 15 m. and the asteroid's diameter is less than 15 m. Note that the convergence times of the angular velocities and the attitudes are satisfactory for all initial conditions, as shown in Fig. 9(c-f) . As discussed previously, the effect of the initial attitude q initial on the fuel consumption and convergence time is negligible. The design guidelines that can be inferred from these simulation results are discussed in the next section. Mass of asteroid (m ast ), kg 
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis of one of the main control challenges for the first ARM mission concept, namely despinning and three-axis stabilizing the tumbling asteroid and spacecraft combination after the asteroid has been captured by the ARM spacecraft. We first show that the control laws that use the knowledge of the dynamics of the system in the control law equation (a common characteristic of a nonlinear control law) experience a large resultant disturbance torque due to the modeling uncertainties. We then numerically compare the performance of three control laws: the robust nonlinear tracking control law Eq. reference trajectory, guarantees bounded tracking errors (finite-gain L p stability and input-to-state stability) in the presence of disturbances, and consumes the least amount of fuel. We also show that a comparatively negligible amount of fuel (≈ 1 kg) is needed for orientating the system to the desired attitude after the angular velocity of the system has stabilized.
On the other hand, in the presence of large modeling uncertainties, measurement errors, and actuator saturations, the D+PD control strategy is the best strategy for three-axis stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination in the desired attitude orientation. With the help of sensitivity analysis, we show that the damping gain k d ≈ 10 4 is ideal for this ARM mission concept. We show that for all asteroids in the nominal range (i.e., the asteroid's mass is within 2.5-13 × 10 5 kg, the asteroid's density is within 1.9-3.8 g cm −3 , and the asteroid's diameter is less than 15 m) and for all initial conditions (where the magnitude of the initial angular velocity is less than 0.5 rpm), the D+PD control strategy satisfies the transient and steady-state bounds and consumes less than 300 kg of fuel for despinning and three-axis stabilizing the asteroid and spacecraft combination. We also show that a comparatively negligible amount of fuel (≈ 5 kg) is used by the proportional term in the D+PD control strategy for stabilizing the attitude of the asteroid and spacecraft combination.
Moreover, we show that the performance of the D+PD control strategy is sensitive to the magnitude of measurement errors in the angular velocity ∆ω and attitude ∆q. Hence, it is necessary that the sensors onboard the ARM spacecraft should ensure that the height of the power spectral density of these measurement errors should be less than the thresholds of P(∆ω) ≤ 10 −8 rad 2 sec −2 and P(∆q) ≤ 10 −4 . We also show that modeling uncertainties as high as 10% of their nominal values can be tolerated for the inertia tensor of the asteroid J B CM ast and the distance from the base of the spacecraft to the center of mass of the combination r S O /B CM . Since the fuel consumed by the ARM spacecraft for this control problem is upper-bounded by 300 kg for all relevant situations, the total fuel that the ARM spacecraft needs to carry can be significantly reduced from the current capacity of 900 kg. The authors envisage that these guidelines can be used for improving the design of the ARM spacecraft.
